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Hello
In this edition of  
the Diabetes Voices 
newsletter:

• New funding for diabetes care 
has been announced by NHS 
England

• Diabetes Voices have been 
calling for better inpatient care in 
parliament

• Get the latest updates on our 
Taking Control campaign

• Read 60 seconds  
with... Ramona Mulligan  
from Lancashire

Keep up to date

For information about new 
opportunities to get involved, 
check the Take Action notice 
board at www.diabetes.org.
uk/get_involved/
campaigning/diabetes-
voices/take-action

Get in touch

The Diabetes Voices team  
is here to help you.

Email diabetesvoices@
diabetes.org.uk or call  
0345 123 2399* and ask to 
speak to one of the team.

We’re always keen to find  
out what’s happening  
where you live, so please  
keep in touch.

The Diabetes Voices team
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Government announces new 
funding for diabetes care

*Calls may be monitored for quality and training purposes.

A new £40 million fund to improve care for people with diabetes has been 
announced by NHS England.
This comes after Diabetes Voices and campaigners across the country 
called for better diabetes care. Thousands of you have written letters, met 
with MPs and worked with commissioners in your area to help make this 
possible. If it wasn’t for your hard work, diabetes would not have the profile 
it does today.
The money will be targeted at places where care most needs to improve. 
Specific sums will go towards foot care, diabetes education courses, 
inpatient services and towards supporting people with meeting targets for 
HbA1c, blood pressure and cholesterol.  We are working closely with the 
NHS to make the most of this opportunity and will keep you up to date with 
how this increase in funding is making a difference. Thank you for helping 
make this happen.

CAMPAIGN SUCCESS
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Improving foot care 
in hospitals

Anybody with diabetes 
who is admitted to 
hospital should get a 
foot check as soon as 
they arrive. Yet less  
than a third get these 

vital checks within a day 
of admission. Every  

missed check is a missed 
opportunity to prevent a  

potentially devastating amputation. 

Diabetes Voice, Ian Piotrowsky, has been in parliament 
explaining to MPs why diabetes foot checks are so 
important. Ian has had an amputation himself and 
wants to prevent others from having to go through the 
same trauma. With 20 amputations every day, four out 
of five of which are preventable, Ian told MPs that they 
need to do everything they can to make sure fewer 
people lose their limbs to diabetes.

Almost 100 Diabetes Voices asked their MP to come to 
our parliamentary event, which more than 20 MPs 
attended. As well as hearing from Ian about the reality 
of living with an amputation, they also received the local 
information on whether hospitals in their areas are 
performing these foot checks.

We organised this event to urgently address the 
shockingly low number of people with diabetes in 
hospital receiving the right foot care.

We asked MPs to work with their local hospitals to 
make sure that more people get the checks they need 
– a vital step towards reducing the number of  
avoidable amputations.

15 Healthcare 
Essentials – kidney 
checks

Kidney checks 
are one of the 
15 healthcare 
essentials 
available to 
people with 
diabetes. 
Nobody should 
be charged for 
any of these 
checks, yet our 
recent survey 
has shown that 

almost 10 per cent of people are having to pay for their 
urine sample bottles.

Many of you have written to your local health leaders to 
call for free kidney test pots for everyone with diabetes.  

Diabetes Voice, Roger Martin, raised this issue with his 
local Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). He received 
a response from the chair, promising they would 
investigate the situation, contact all GPs in the area 
and explain to them that this is unacceptable.  This 
response is a great example of how your efforts are 
improving diabetes care.

If you would like to support the campaign, please email 
diabetesvoices@diabetes.org.uk and we’ll send you a 
template letter to send to your CCG. 

“It was great to see MPs committed to helping 
people living with diabetes avoid amputations. Many 
committed to working with their local hospitals once 
they found out the facts about diabetes foot care in 
their area, so I hope we’ll see more amputations 
prevented all around the country.”
Ian Piotrowsky, Diabetes Voice 
from Winchester
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Diabetes Voices call 
for better access to 
education courses
Almost 1000 campaigners from across the country 
made a stand about  diabetes education earlier this 
year, writing to local health services and politicians to 

demand better services. In the 
last few months, many political 
and health care leaders across 
the UK received a letter from a 
one of our supporters, 

explaining what a big difference diabetes education 
courses can make and why it is so important that there 
is fair access for all people with diabetes. 

You also asked for a guarantee that at least 50 per cent 
of people living with diabetes in their area will have the 
chance to attend a course within the next five years. 
Already, several local healthcare authorities have made 
the commitment, whilst others have indicated that they 
will try to improve access to diabetes education 
services in their area.

To find out more about the Taking Control Campaign, 
please go to www.diabetes.org.uk/Get_involved/
Campaigning/Taking-Control/

Campaigning for 
better care in schools
All schools in England must provide support to children 
with diabetes, but it has come to light that many do not 
have a proper plan in place. Louise Fyfe-Taylor, from 
London, is campaigning to make sure that children 
with diabetes are supported properly. Her daughter, 
Jenny, suffered a severe hypo at school but staff were 
unsure of what to do. 

Louise has set up a petition to ask the Minister for 
Children and Families, Edward Timpson, to make sure 
that every school has a policy in place for long-term 
medical conditions like diabetes. Diabetes UK is 
encouraging its supporters to sign Louise’s petition. So 
far 6,730 people have signed the petition. Thank you to 
everyone who has shown their support so far. 

If you have not yet signed and would like to add your 
support, please go to www.change.org (search for 
‘schools medical policy’)

Diabetes in 
Parliament

The All-Party 
Parliamentary Group for 
Diabetes (APPGD 
launched a report on its 
investigation into 
improving standards 
and reducing variation in 
diabetes care at the end 
of 2016. 

To inform the 
investigation, the APPGD recently held sessions on: 
the role of healthcare professionals in improving 
diabetes care; and how existing knowledge and 
learning has been applied to reduce variation in care. 

“Once I began to 
understand my diabetes my 
control got better and now 
it doesn’t stop me doing 
anything I want to do.”

Malcolm, living with Type 
2 diabetes

Questions have also been asked in national 
parliaments across the UK, demonstrating that the 
importance of diabetes education is becoming 
increasingly recognised by politicians. Many thanks to 
all of you who have campaigned over the past year to 
make this happen.

www.diabetes.org.uk/diabetesvoices
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Many of you submitted case studies of your 
experiences. Hearing these personal stories helped 
APPGD members to really understand the issues so 
thank you to everyone who has supported this 
investigation. We’ll let you know what 
recommendations the report makes.

Involving GP 
surgeries in the 
National Diabetes 
Audit 

The National Diabetes 
Audit (NDA) is a major 
national clinical audit 
which reports how 
diabetes services are 
performing across 
England and Wales. 
We use the data from 
the audit to drive 
changes and improve 
the quality care for 
people with diabetes.

A big thank you to 
everyone who got in 

touch with their GP practice earlier this year to tell them 
about the audit and encourage them to take part. The 
participation in the NDA for 2015-16 was 82.4% in 
England and Wales, up from 57.3% in 2014-15. With 

more surgeries stepping forward, we can access a 
greater range of data, which helps us to build up a 
meaningful picture of the current state of diabetes care. 

Scotland update
Working with the Scottish Parliament

Following the Scottish 
parliamentary election, 
we have been asking 
MSPs to 
#deliver4diabetes, 
ensuring that the  
next five-year term  

sees real progress in diabetes care. Anyone can 
contact their MSPs and inform them of the  
changes they’d like to see. 

If you’re interested in learning more about parliament, 
you can join the Cross Party group on diabetes. The 
group meets regularly in the parliament building, and 
consists of MSPs, clinicians, academics and people 
with diabetes, who discuss best practice and common 
challenges. Everyone is welcome and we will reimburse 
travel costs, so please let us know if you would like to 
attend. 

There’s also been a lot of Diabetes Voices activity within 
local authorities and health boards across Scotland as 
we try to make sure the integration of health and social 
care services will improve diabetes care.

Integration will, over time, bring huge changes to the 
way healthcare is delivered across Scotland and your 
input could have a great impact. Local councillors will 
be overseeing that health services care delivered locally 
works alongside other local services. They need to hear 
the voices of people like you to help them understand 
what living with diabetes really means.

It’s a really important time to get involved in your local 

www.diabetes.org.uk/diabetesvoices
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area or with your local NHS. Contact us if you’d like to 
know more. 

House of Care

In the Greater Glasgow and Clyde Health Board area, 
there is a new, innovative, person-centred approach to 
healthcare that will affect people living with diabetes 
called the House of Care. Read about it on the House 
of Care section of the British Heart Foundation website. 
It can make real improvements to diabetes care but we 
need to make sure that patient voices are heard. To get 
involved with the House of Care, please contact Gavin 
at the email address below.

To get involved as a Diabetes Voice in Scotland, 
please email Gavin.Thomson@diabetes.org.uk

Wales update 
Many of you have 
recently been writing to 
your Assembly 
Members about our 
latest campaign, Taking 
Control. We had an 
excellent response rate, 

with many Assembly Members contacting Local Health 
Boards asking that diabetes education be accessible 
to everyone with diabetes. Thanks to your efforts 
diabetes education continues to be a priority and has 
been a key part of the refreshed Diabetes Delivery  
Plan in Wales.

To find out more about Diabetes Voices in Wales, 
please email Sara.Moran@diabetes.org.uk

The Welsh National Assembly heard from many 
Diabetes Voices throughout 2016, from the petition on 
raising awareness of Type 1 diabetes amongst GPs to 
consultations on guidance in schools and priorities for 
Assembly Committees. In June, a successful assembly 
event saw a great turn out, with many Assembly 
Members coming to hear about your experiences of 
living with diabetes.

You were also making sure that people with diabetes 
are involved in local service influencing and 
improvement. Powys Health Board has delivered on its 
commitment to reintroduce Patient Reference Groups, 
based in Brecon and Welshpool.  The groups provide 
feedback on services and your contributions have 
been fantastic. The groups are well attended and have 
already resulted in improvements to local services. 

Have you been 
getting our emails?

We want to make 
sure you’re up to 
date with all the 
latest news, 
updates, and 
opportunities 
available to you as 
a Diabetes Voice. 

We don’t have an email address on our records for 
some of you, so if you have an email address but don’t 
receive our emails, please get in touch at 
diabetesvoices@diabetes.org.uk. 

We can then send you the latest details about how to 
get involved in our campaigns.

www.diabetes.org.uk/diabetesvoices
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Look out for the next issue of the 
Diabetes Voices newsletter in  
Spring 2017.

RAMONA MULLIGAN
Diabetes Voice
Why did you decide to become a Diabetes 
Voice? 

I was diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes in March 
2009. I was absolutely devastated, and my first 
thought was that I didn’t want to die this way. I 
immediately took ownership, cutting down my 
portion sizes, cutting out alcohol and eating a 
healthier diet. I joined Activity for Life and 
attended every weekend for five years, losing 7.5 
stone (48kg). Volunteering at the London 2012 
Olympic Games changes my life. I was inspired 
to start running. I shared my story with regional 
and national newspapers, radio stations and 
magazines, encouraging others to change their 
eating habits and become more active. 

I really found my ‘voice’ in November 2015, with 
the ‘Taking Control’ campaign offering people 
with diabetes the chance to attend an education 
course. My story was featured in a Diabetes UK 
report on the benefits of education, and I was 

invited to the Houses of Parliament for the 
launch to share my experience with 
parliamentarians. 

How were you involved with the launch of 
DUK’s 2016 State of the Nation report at 
parliament? 

When an opportunity arose to talk to MPs and 
ask for their support in making education 
programs available to everyone, it immediately 
grabbed my attention. We must ensure that 
everyone with diabetes in the UK is offered the 
chance to attend an education course, 
particularly to help them manage their condition 
and prevent them developing complications.

It was such a huge honour to deliver a speech at 
the event. I spoke from the heart about my own 
experience and the ways in which we must take 
ownership of our own health.

How you been involved in improving diabetes 
care in your area?  

As a Diabetes UK Service Champion in the 
Greater Preston area, I work with CCGs and 
hospitals, making sure that diabetes care is 
prioritised to help reduce amputations and 
improve HbA1C levels.

What advice would you give to others 
interested in campaigning? 

Share your story. Do the work you are 
passionate about in your own time. I believe  
that we all have something unique to offer,  
and we all have a voice. Use it to the best of 
your ability and continue to take pride in the 
work that you do.

From left to right, Diabetes UK Chief Executive Chris 
Askew, Ramona Mulligan and Victoria Atkins MP
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